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AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Recap of HVAC Industry Challenges and Needs
Designing a Home Performance Vision for HVAC Industry
Developing a Home Performance Roadmap for HVAC Industry
Understanding the Business Case for Home Performance
High-Efficiency Furnace Installation Guide for Existing Homes
Closing & Next Steps

NEEDS PERSPECTIVE FROM HVAC INDUSTRY
•

Current Home Performance Stakeholder
Council understanding on existing needs from
HVAC industry center on the following:
1. Standards - No clear standards guiding workmanship of
HVAC installations in retrofitting applications.
2. Training – Gap in fundamental course material specific to
retrofitting. Uncertain landscape of industry role and
adoption of mandatory and voluntary training.
3. Accreditation - Curriculum and associated accreditation
never implemented for “Certified HVAC Technician” with no
clear path for creating new trade capacity.

NEEDS PERSPECTIVE FROM HVAC INDUSTRY
4. Enforcement – Industry needs some element of inspections
against standards beyond “gas safety” to level playing field.
5. Consumer Education – General perspective by consumers is
that codes/standards are being applied in the home.
6. Policy & Programs – There needs to be better connectivity
and integration of industry input into government and utility
objectives.
7. Home Performance – General view is that Renovators or
Energy Advisors have better connectivity to home
performance solutions rather than HVAC.

ESTABLISHING AN INDUSTRY VISION & ROADMAP
• Developing an HVAC industry vision and roadmap will be an
organic process that will be supported by the HPSC and HVAC
Sector Council.
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UTILITY VISION FOR HOME PERFORMANCE INDUSTRY
•

Government and Utilities have developed a
vision which summarizes the desired state of a
sustainable home performance industry in BC
in the year 2025.

•

Expected to be a number of iterations in the
process of developing a common vision that
will have the support of all industry sectors.

•

Current vision covers G&U perspective on:
o

Market size, consumer demand and supply chain
(services and products)

o

Roles of government, utilities and industry with regards
to programs, policies, standards, training, consumer
education and other core aspects.

VISION FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

• Defining the industry
vision for HVAC needs
to consider:

o

What and where the HVAC
industry aspires to be by 2025.

o

General understanding that the
vision for each industry sector will
be part of the larger and collective
“Vision for Home Performance
Industry”.

VISION FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

• Components to be
addressed within the
HVAC industry vision.

o

What role the HVAC sector plays
within the BC’s Home
Performance Industry?

o

Needs to answer the question
“where are we going”?

o

Must be grounded in realistic
aspiration and be as clear, concise
and specific as possible. (i.e.
resources, capabilities and growth
potential).

o

Output will be a description of the
best outcome (or ideal state) for
the HVAC industry.

VISION FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

MARKET

CONSUMERS

“What type of market signals
are required to create more
demand and stability for home
performance products and
services?

“What future customer needs
does the HVAC industry intend to
develop solutions for?”

INDUSTRY
“What do you think the HVAC
industry will look like in 5 to 10
years from now?”

VISION FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

FUTURE POTENTIAL

UTILITIES

“What new strategies do
contractors intend to pursue to
grow and differentiate their
businesses in home
performance?

“How can utilities work with the
HVAC industry long-term to grow
the home performance industry?”

GOVERNMENT
“What role do you see
provincial and local
governments playing to better
support the HVAC industry?

ROADMAP FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

The HVAC industry road map will
address how and when we get from the
current industry conditions to the
industry vision.

ROADMAP FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

How can we work together to…
…create opportunities and provide input on programs and policies that remove
industry barriers and promote growth?

…support the development of effective, long-term strategies and market signals
to accelerate HVAC industry growth and expand business opportunities?

…cultivate and support a trained and qualified HVAC industry workforce that
reliably delivers home performance related products and services?

…help the development and implementation of programs, training initiatives that
support quality workmanship in the HVAC sector?

ROADMAP FOR HVAC INDUSTRY

SETTING PRIORITIES

COLLABORATION

“What do you believe should be
the HVAC industry development
priorities to achieve the vision
objectives?”

“What recommendations do you
have for the HPSC on how we can
support the HVAC industry in
achieving its long-term vision?”

ROLES
“What roles do you see the
various HVAC industry
stakeholders playing in order to
achieve the HVAC vision?

BUSINESS CASE HOME PERFORMANCE
• Business Case for Home
Performance in BC covers the 10year period from 2016 – 2026.

• Analyzes the financial costs and
benefits from the homeowner and
contractor perspectives, as well as
discussing the non-financial
influencers.
• Objectives of today’s session:
1. Provide overview of Business Case for
Home Performance project.
2. Gather contractor insight and feedback
on assumptions related to HVAC
upgrades.

HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACE GUIDE

Agenda
• Introduction to the Guide
• Strategic Objectives
• Quick walk-through

• Feedback on content, structure and distribution
• Feedback on usage, training and adoption
• Market transformation options

HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACE GUIDE

• A significant market opportunity exists for improving the energy
performance and quality of HVAC equipment installations in
existing buildings.
• This includes raising consumer awareness of the benefits of
industry-recognized quality installation practices, ideally
translating to willingness to pay.

HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACE GUIDE
Strategic Objectives for the High Efficiency Furnace Guide:
1. Advance general understanding on the importance of installation quality for
performance purposes stewarded by industry.
2. Develop furnace retrofit standards and guidelines that can be utilized first by industry,
followed by government and utilities for use in demand side management programs.
3. Improve contractor furnace installation practices in existing buildings by providing a
retrofit-centric Guide within the industry to supplement TECA and HRAI initiatives.
4. Improve homeowner heating system understanding through illustrations of best
practices, sidebars in layperson language and tips for improved contractor/homeowner
communications at time of install and servicing.

5. Consolidate relevant furnace replacement standards, guidelines, specifications and
educational materials into a single resource.
6. Identify limitations of the standards with pre-condition statements.

HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACE GUIDE

CONTENT

STRUCTURE

“Is the content relevant and
applicable? Has any critical
content been overlooked?”

“Is the format and structure of the
Guide useable? Any suggestions
on improving organization, layout
or usefulness of Guide?”

DISTRIBUTION
“What channels would you
suggest the Guide be
distributed though?”

HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACE GUIDE

USAGE
“Will you plan to use the Guide?
Why or Why Not?

ADOPTION
“What strategies would you
suggest could help with industry
awareness and adoption of the
Guide?

TRAINING
“Would contractors be interested
in having “retrofit” applications
covered as part of industry
certifications/curriculum and how
might that look or be developed?

HIGH-EFFICIENCY FURNACE GUIDE
Market Transformation Options
1. Stage 1 (2016-18)
• Education and awareness focus.
• Disseminating guide through FortisBC, HPO and BC Safety Authority channels.
• Promotion through utility and government programs.
• Preliminary steps to incorporating into current training and certification programs.
2. Stage 2 (2017-19)
• Widespread training available through multiple channels.
• References to Guide cited as requirements of programs.
• Differentiation of market players.
3. Stage 3 (2020)
• Standard practice in furnace replacement applications.
• Potential for regulations to support this (e.g., Burnaby heating bylaw).

NEXT STEPS
1. VISION – Develop a draft industry vision based on input from today’s session
and circulate to HVAC Sector Council for comment.
2. ROADMAP – Outline initial thought and ideas on the specific HVAC industry
development requirements to meet the home performance vision.

3. BUSINESS CASE – Revise and update Business Case for Home Performance
based on feedback from HVAC contractors.
4. GUIDE – Invite feedback from HVAC contractors to support technical content
and industry adoption strategies.
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